The Stryker Evacuation Chair is essential for the evacuation of disabled or injured persons weighing up to 227 kg, from multilevel facilities in emergency situations. The patented Stair-TREAD tracks allow easy evacuation down stairs by a single operator, for passengers weighing up to 90.7 kg. The extendable handle allows the operator to have a forward-facing, upright posture for balance, line-of-sight and ergonomic safety. Foot end lift handles also extend, allowing two people to lift an evacuee over obstacles or up stairs.

Key features
- Innovative Stair-TREAD system allows easily controlled stair descent
- Easy set-up and instruction pictograms on seatback
- Colour-coded controls for faster operation
- Extendable head end and foot end lift handles for ergonomic lifting
- Extendable upper-control handle for upright operator posture and unobstructed line of sight
- Positive action locking mechanism for passenger security
- Dual wheel locks for more secure transfers
- Oversized rear wheels with sealed bearings for smoother transports
- Compact storage size conserves space in corridors and closets
- Lightweight, rugged aluminum construction for low effort transports
- Power washable for easy cleaning
- Grease-free maintenance for ease of care
- Restraints’ with Fastex buckles for passenger security
- Molded hand grips fit hands for better ergonomics
- Head support allows evacuation of passengers with compromised head control
- Two-piece molded ABS seat for greater passenger comfort.

Optional features
- In-service video
- Aggressive Stair-TREAD belt*

*The Aggressive Stair-TREAD Belt is designed to improve the grip of the Stair-TREAD system on steps that have a smooth surface with a rounded edge.

Warranty
- Two year